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Continuous analyses of demanded services at the energy companies are the shortest path to recognize and antic-
ipate customers' requests, reinforce andmanage the communication and operational flows. Energy utilities need
to increase their operational efficiency concerning costs and agility to improve useful media and evaluate cus-
tomers' expectations and requirements. Operational effectiveness must pursue the demands, considering the
amount of services that the companies provide at their relationship channels, the communication facilities and
the systems' infrastructure. The companies need to organize a huge amount of historical and online data to rep-
resent and forecast customers' relationship scenarios. Resources evaluation ensure regional requirements and
weather conditions best attendance response, adequately addressing faults at the energy distribution grid, moti-
vate customers to use alternative media and improve relationship channels. Reaching this scenario, big data
treatment techniques provide the necessary agility to achieve the monthly/hourly volume of data (millions of
registers per month) and permit communication clusters' views.
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1. Introduction

The Brazilian energy sector and the distribution companies seek for
the continuous improvement of the understanding about their relation-
ship with their customers. In Brazil, the energy distribution companies
operate according to their federal concession areas and are responsible
for delivering the energy to the customers' unities, whichmainly belong
to the regulated contracting environment. Even for the free market cus-
tomers, the local distribution companies are responsible for the grid op-
eration andmaintenance, as well as themonthly billing of the delivered
energy. To request for the energy companies' services, the customers
have at their disposal different channels such as call centers, internet,
social media, e-mail, letters, SMS and personal attendance offices. The
amount of executed services is a consequence of customers' needs for

services, new connections to the grid, events related to power outage,
billing and overdue debts. The Brazilian regulatory agency ANEEL estab-
lishes some indicators (ANEEL, 2012), but in a novel analysis, the com-
panies need to understand and improve customers' requirements and
their operational procedures. The agency establishes rights and duties,
and on the other side, the energy utilities need responsiveness and
customer relationship services improvement (Kotler, Kartajaya, &
Setiawan, 2010).

The analysis of customers' requirements and the regulated services
conditions, the grid operational situation, billing, weather conditions
and energy availability can improve the communication process. The in-
crease of attendance quality indicators affects straightly the operational
costs. The lack of investments on the distribution grid or on some kinds
of services increases the customers' demands.

The energy distribution companies continuously seek to assess the
costs of the attendance process, finding out new capabilities to address
services and operational demands, developing new systems and fea-
tures in a strategic level to improve, maintain and track customers' sat-
isfaction. As an example, this work deals with CPFL Energy Company
that operates at Brazil South and Southeast regions, at 8 federal energy
concession areas, and has about 7.7million customers (CPFL, 2014). The
company continually looks for excellence and innovation in energy ser-
vices. The utility improves the relationship activities to allowprompt re-
sponse to critical situations, new or already known demands.

Thereby, the knowledge and forecast of the customers' demands
need a view towards the asked and executed services, and themeasures
and volumeof data records at the relationship channels. The operational
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